
Wedding Flowers of 
the Season: Summer



My design approach usually begins with one inspirational 
element—whether that’s a color palette, the venue style, 
the style of the wedding, or some personal item that 
makes it YOU.

I then construct the entire look by adding shape, 
selecting blooms in season, and adding texture. I like to 
find unique and interesting flowers, foliage, or even fruits 
to incorporate in the design to make the look refreshing 
and personalized. Having photographed flowers, I bring a 
unique perspective and pay special attention to every 
single detail, making sure the design looks the way we 
like it from every angle in person and on camera. 

No matter the season, it’s important to have an open 
mind when selecting the particular flowers for your 
wedding day - it is the mood and the ambience that we 
should focus on. 

Planning a summer wedding? 

Read on for a few of my favorite fall blooms and foliage 
for the season.
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Sweet and delicate, rounded and cup 
shape blooms with layers of petals, 
comes with array of soft color hues –
pink, blush, peach, white and coral. 
Garden roses is a great focal flower to 
create the elegant garden style look.  

Garden Roses 

No flowers speak more summer than 
dahlia! Vibrant and comes in all kinds 
of color and sizes. Great to create any 
mood you are in: dramatic, refreshing, 
elegant, or whimsical! Many flower 
farms in the Hudson River Valley grow 
dahlias. We get them harvest the day 
before your wedding! 

Dahlia
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Also known as ‘Queen Anne’s Lace’. 
White or chocolate, the umbrella 
shaped wild flower looking ammi
adds the perfect touch to your 
summer outdoor wedding. 

Ammi

These upward shape flowers come with 
an array of colors. Perfect to create 
unique shape. 

Snap dragons
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Blush, white, lavender, purple, 
burgundy, even brown. Lisianthus
keeps delight us with its beautiful 
and long last blooms. 

Lisianthus

Millet
We love both green and burgundy 
millet – definitely a statement flower 
(or foliage?). 
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Cosmos
With long unruly stems, they come in 
white, blush, hot pink, even chocolate 
and many are two toned! It’s the 
perfect flower to add to any bouquet 
or centerpiece to make the 
arrangement natural. 

Zinnia
Our favorite zinnia: the bi-colored 
queen red lime! 



Shuheng Ji is the founder and creative director at Athabold Flowers, 

a design studio and flower farm located in Germantown, NY—serving 

the Hudson Valley and New York City areas. She has been creating art 

and arrangements with flowers for the past decade, sharing her work 

with a range of clients for events, décor, and editorial projects.

518.537.4215  I   shuheng@athabold.com

Does it all sound overwhelming? Don’t worry! 
We will walk you through every step, listening and 

taking notes to discover what’s most important 
during our initial consultation and each follow-up 

along the way. You are welcome to provide as much 
detail as you choose, or, you can let us delight you 

with creative ideas based on your vision. 


